
nicalina
Content Creator / Los Angeles & beyond

BLOG / INSTAGRAM / TIKTOK / YOUTUBE

da[nica] cade[lina]

http://nicalina.me/
https://www.instagram.com/nica.lina/
https://www.tiktok.com/@nica.linaa
https://www.youtube.com/user/blooomism


I am a twenty-two year old creative who resides in Los
Angeles. I have a heart for traveling, living like a free

spirit, and enjoying the simplest things in life. I have been a
content creator since early 2019 and it's been nothing but a
dream. On my spare time you can find me having a picnic
at the mountain range behind my house or at the farmer's
market stocking up on some colorful eggs and pluots. Being
a content creator has given me the ability to do the things

that I love without any restrictions and to work with the
brands I truly love.  

ABOUT //

I would describe my content to be fun, engaging, and
inspiring. I love inspiring my followers to try out new trends,

build things out of scratch, and buy one way tickets/go on
solo road trips without a plan. Creating content is such a fun
hobby that I'm so grateful to call a full time job. It would be

such an honor to work with your brand!

Me



TOP 3 COUNTRIES:
> USA | 57%
> CANADA | 5%
> AUSTRALIA | 4%

TOP 3 STATES:
> CALIFORNIA | 24%
> NEW YORK | 7%
> NEVADA | 5%

BLOG STATS //
UNIQUE MONTHLY VISITORS | 4000+

TOTAL MONTHLY VISITS | 10,000+
TOTAL MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS | 7,000+

INSTA STATS //

AVG STORY IMPRESSIONS | 3,500+

ENGAGEMENT RATE | 2%
FOLLOWERS | 168,000+

SOCIALS //

YOUTUBE | 900+
TIKTOK | 11,000+



NOTABLE BRANDS
I'VE WORKED WITH

GREATS
HEARTLOOM
MATE THE LABEL
POLENE PARIS
KIPLING
PLAN B
AVERY AUSTIN
LA CROIX
NOLI YOGA
PELE'S GRACE
TYME HAIR PRODUCTS
LANE 201
MAKARTT NAILS
SLEEP SUTERA
CRED AI

EVA HAIR NYC
SHOW ME YOUR MUMU

LOVE STITCH
MORNING LAVENDER

SHOP LC TV
ADORE ME

RABBIT HOLE DISTILLERY
DIPPIN' DAISYS

RALPH LAUREN FRAGRANCES
MIGNON FAGET

SKILLS SUPPLEMENTS
REPHRESH PRODUCTS

NOMAD GOODS

IN THE LAST
THREE MONTHS //



PROPERTIES I HAVE
WORKED WITH

GETAWAY CABINS // BIG BEAR, CA
RUSSELL HOTEL // NASHVILLE, TN

THOMPSON HOTEL // NASHVILLE, TN
GRAFTON HOTEL // WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA

LE PARC SUITES // WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA
THE SURFRIDER // MALIBU, CA

DEL MARCOS HOTEL // PALM SPRINGS, CA
LA SERENA VILLAS // PALM SPRINGS, CA

RED ROCK CASINO & RESORT // LAS VEGAS, NV
HALEY HOTEL // SANTA BARBARA, CA

IN THE LAST 
SIX MONTHS //



Working with Danica has been a dream. She provides
quality content and is efficient in delivering everything in
a timely manner. Rarely any changes need to be made as
she nails each campaign Hair La Vie has worked with
her on each time without an issue. Danica's personality
shines through her work which is refreshing as you can
tell she actually loves the products and uses them in her
everyday life making it an easy transition into her work
and sharing with her audience. We can't wait to work
with her more in the future.

TESTIMONIALS //
JEN FROM HAIR LA VIE



TESTIMONIALS //
VALERIA FROM PRINTIFY

Besides being an influencer, Danica is a very warm and
nice person; it was a pleasure to work with her. She was
very responsive and delivered even more than we asked
for. This is the second time we are collaborating with her
and will certainly do it again!



TESTIMONIALS //

"Danica has been amazing to work with. Having
collaborated on more than one occasion, I have
found that she has always delivered her services
within the specified time frame and has always
kept me up to date with the projects we've
worked on. The content produced has always
exceeded our expectations and her attention to
detail is second to none. I would gladly
recommend her to others! Her most endearing
quality is her glowing positive nature, enthusiasm
and genuine care for both her clients as well as
the influencers she collaborates with."

EMILIE FROM BORACAY SKIN



SERVICES + RATES //
1 INSTAGRAM POST (PHOTO) | $2000
1 INSTAGRAM POST (VIDEO) | $4000
1 INSTAGRAM TV | $6000
1 INSTAGRAM REEL | $500/5k views~
SET OF STORIES (4) | $1000
1 TIKTOK VIDEO | $500
1 YOUTUBE VIDEO | $350
INSTAGRAM STORIES TAKEOVER | $1500
INSTAGRAM GUIDE | $800
INSTAGRAM LIVE | $3000
1 BLOG POST | $1000

Packages are available upon request + are negotiable.
*Cap on views determined by brand's budget


